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Multipaths represent a common predominant and uncontrolled component on channel impairments for all terrestrial and Land
Mobile Satellite systems.Without restrictions w.r.t mobile terrestrial applications, the addressedmultipath problematic in this paper
is focused onLandMobile Satellite applicationswhere delayed signal replicas are highly impacting performances on communication
systems while they induce strong positioning errors for navigation systems. The actual trend in propagation channel modelling is
to improve the multipath characterisation and representation by using semideterministic and hybrid physical-statistical models
into channel simulators instead of narrow-band empirical approaches. In this context, this paper presents a new simplified model,
called 3CM (3-Component Model) to reproduce building scattering in an efficient way which strongly improves computation
performances. This model is based on asymptotic methods, namely, PO (Physical Optics) which allows the 3CM to be frequency
scalable, polarimetric, and dielectric materials oriented. Note that the proposed model and the retained approach can be integrated
into more complex tools such as existing ray tracers. However, this issue is not discussed in this paper.

1. Introduction

Over the last twenty years, bandwidth requirements for
telecommunication systems have experienced a continuous
growth, for example, indoor wireless standard evolutions
IEEE 802.11 a, b, g, and n or terrestrialmobile communication
systems from GSM to LTE. Initially used for voice and
message transmission, satellite based systems are following
the same trend and are now widely used for multimedia
broadcasting as in DVB-S or SDMB standards. Satellite
navigation systems are another widely spread application
which requires larger bandwidths with spectrum evolutions
for new systems such as GPS-III (Global Positioning System)
and Galileo. The common point of all above systems which
are operating in L, S, andCbands is their sensitivity to various
channel impairments induced by urban environments such

as blockage, shadowing, multipath fading, delayed echoes,
Doppler spreading, and depolarization. Even more, for wide-
band applications a particular emphasis has to be placed on
MP (Multipath) characterisation and representation. For the
sake of clarity, the following discussion will be focused on
urban environments targeting LMS (Land Mobile Satellite)
mobile applications. However, the three-macropropagation-
phenomena approach here presented can be reused for
mobile terrestrial propagation models. Even more, the pro-
posed model can be integrated into existing ray-tracing tools
without major adjustments but this issue is out of the scope
of the present paper.

Many channel simulators have been proposed to synthe-
sise the LMS propagation channel where both accuracy and
execution time are key parameters [1–4]. In such complex
simulation tools, different models are usually integrated to
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compute the EM (ElectroMagnetic) interactions with all sorts
of objects in the scene. In urban environments, buildings and
vegetation are commonly considered as critical elements in
the scene. Recent developments [5] have shown that street
furniture such as lampposts, bus shelters, other vehicles, or
ground reflections may also significantly contribute to such
multipath environment. However, the focus of this paper
is restricted to the modelling of EM interactions with the
facades present into a given scene.

From the literature, three types of approaches can be
found to reproduce the scattering phenomenon from com-
plex buildings. The first category encompasses all deter-
ministic numerical approaches from full-wave methods, for
example, MoM (Method of Moments), to asymptotic meth-
ods, for example, PO (Physical Optics), GO (Geometrical
Optics), or ECM (Equivalent Current Method). They present
the advantage of being very versatile and already used in
various simulation tools. Their main drawbacks are the
computation time which may be prohibitive in complex
urban environments and the need of complex environment
models (geometry and material properties) to perform the
EM computation. On the opposite side, the second category
encompasses all statistical approaches based on the GSCM
approach (Geometry-based Stochastic Channel Model) where
point scatterers with empirical power profiles are spread
around the mobile location [6, 7]. Those models present the
advantage of being very fast with very low computational
effort. However, those models need to be tuned by measure-
ment campaigns and can only be extrapolated to very similar
environments since they are not using any EM model to
predict wave interactions with the environment. In between,
hybrid physical-statistical models are a tradeoff between
statistical approaches and deterministic ones to keep time
performances from the first and realism and versatility from
the second. The retained tradeoff implies the design of a new
simplified EM building scattering model which remains fast,
frequency scalable, and polarisation and dielectric material
oriented.

The problematic of building scattering and rough surface
scattering here addressed has been previously studied in [8,
9]. Other approaches aiming at homogenizing the different
dielectric material present on facade into one equivalent
material have been presented in [10]. Very recent work has
also been presented in [11] to discuss the polarisation issue
leading to one empirical model extracted frommeasurement
campaigns. The goal of this paper is to design a new building
scatteringmodel based onEMmodelswith aminimumresort
to empirical approaches or measurement campaigns.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 presents several observations that have been made
prior to designing the simplified building scattering model.
Section 3 presents the fundamentals and the main principles
of the 3CM (3-Component Model). Section 4 presents two
narrow-band validation examples: one on a complex iso-
lated facade and another on a simple urban canyon. Both
examples have been validated considering both MoM based
and asymptotic GO/PO based reference simulation tools.
Section 5 presents two wide-band validation examples: one
qualitative comparison between power/delay/Doppler CIRs
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Figure 1: Narrow-band total scattered power received when passing
next to a complex facade using ELSEM3D (MoM).

(Channel Impulse Response) and the other focused on the
mean delay and delay spread. Finally, Section 6 concludes
and presents some features to be added to improve the actual
implemented model.

2. Practical Observations

2.1. Narrow-Band Observations Based on MoM Results. The
first observation here presented in Figure 1 has been realised
using ELSEM3D, an EM research code developed by ONERA
[12, 13]. It is based on the EFIE (Electric Field Integral
Equation) solved with MoM techniques in the frequency
domain. The advantages of exact methods such as MoM are
that EM computation remains valid on small features and
subwavelength elements. However, the size of the problem
is limited to few tens of wavelengths and computation takes
a very long time. As an example, the simulation on which
this observation has been made has been run over 8 parallel
supercomputers during 36 h. Note that, in the following part
of this paper, ELSEM3D will be used as a reference.

The scenario from which Figure 1 has been extracted is
presented in Figure 2. A 4m width and 6m height facade (as
presented in Figure 9(b)) is placed on the groundplane𝑍 = 0.
The𝑋-axis is normal to the facadewhile the𝑍-axis is oriented
toward the sky. The bottom center of the facade is placed
at 𝑦 = 0. The receiver is moving from −100m to +100m
following the 𝑌-axis at a constant distance 𝑥 = 4m. In this
scene, no ground effect has been taken into account due to the
targeted satellite applicationswhich basically use hemispheric
antennas pointed towards the sky where echoes coming from
below its horizon are attenuated by several tens of decibels.
The source is placed at 20 000 km, 40∘ elevation with respect
to the ground plane, and 40∘ azimuth with respect to𝑋-axis.
Figure 1 represents the total power scattered by the facade
when the mobile is passing nearby on a logarithm scale with
respect to to the LOS level.

As visible in Figure 1, two zones can be delimited from
the observation of the total scattered power, a zone where the
facade has no influence (low scattered power with smooth
variations) and a zone where the facade has an influence
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Figure 2: Geometrical configuration of the presented simulation.

(strong scattered power with fast variations). The influence
zone of the facade can be linked to the incoherent scattering
phenomenon taking place on small scatterers. This zone
seems to be characterised by a power threshold around
−30 dB with respect to LOS with fast variations from 𝑦 =

−20m to 𝑦 = +20m. Above this threshold, two peaks are
clearly visible. The first one, located around 𝑦 = −5m, can
be linked to a specular reflection phenomenon on the facade
by using simple geometric relation between receiver and
transmitter positions. The second peak, around 𝑦 = +5m,
symmetrical with respect to the specular one, is slightly lower
in terms of power which is linked to double bond reflection
called backscattering. The physical process involved in this
third propagation mechanism is detailed in Section 3.

2.2. Wide-Band Observations Based on Asymptotic Methods
Results. The second observation here presented in Figure 3
is based on commercial asymptotic tool. SE-WorkBench
software suite is codeveloped byOktal-SE andOnera [15].The
main processing software here used is SE-Ray-EM. SE-Ray-
EM performs all basic operations such as the SBR (Shooting
and Bouncing Rays) algorithm and the use of asymptotic
techniques to model EM interactions with the environment
such as PO and GO for multiple reflections or ECM for
edge diffraction. This main processing unit is coupled to a
more specificmodule for propagation and channel modelling
in mobile context. This wide-band module allows us to
postprocess the raw EMfield. Using information such asDoA
(Direction of Arrival) or propagation path length of each ray,
the complex CIR can be computed. To reduce the number of
rays frommillions to thousands, a tapped-delay line approach
is usedwhere all rays belonging to the same tap are coherently
summed together. The tapped-delay line approach has been
extended to three dimensions: delay, DoA azimuth, and
DoA elevation, where each sampled dimension has its own
resolution. Note that, in the following, SE-WorkBench will be
used as a second reference.

The scenario from which Figure 3 has been extracted is
similar to the one presented previously: a mobile receiver is
moving into a simple urban canyon made of several facades
and buildings. Only one side of the street is filled by buildings.
The other one is building-free. The transmitter is placed
at 20 000 km, 40∘ elevation, and 40∘ azimuth. The receiver
is moving at a constant speed of 50 km/h parallel to the
building row. In those conditions, perfect LOS is achieved all
along receiver’s trajectory. Figure 3 represents one example of
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Figure 3: Wide-band delay/Doppler channel IR when passing in a
simple urban canyon using asymptotic GO/PO tools.

instantaneous CIR. The abscissa axis represents the relative
delay of the echoeswith respect to the LOSdelay.Theordinate
axis represents the absolute Doppler of each echo assuming a
fixed transmitting point.The colour axis represents the power
of each echo with respect to the LOS power.

From Figure 3, we can first isolate the LOS contribution
with null relative delay and positiveDoppler. From the overall
MP spread, two powerful zones can be isolated. The first one
has a positive Doppler of around 15Hz. This zone contains
the strongest echoes. The positive Doppler permits linking
this zone to a specular phenomenon coming from the front
of the receiver.The second zone is less powerful with negative
Doppler. Still, this zone contains significant echoes. The
negative Doppler and the symmetry with respect to the spec-
ular zone indicate some kind of backward reflection coming
from the rear of the receiver, previously called backscattering
phenomenon. The influence zone of the street canyon can
also be highlighted from −40Hz to +40Hz. Note that the
shape of delay/Doppler spread is site dependent and tightly
linked to the canyon geometry. To conclude this observation,
a parallel can easily be made with the first observation made
in Section 2.1 for the specular, backscattering, and incoherent
scattering zones.

2.3. DoAObservation Based onMeasurement Campaign. The
last observation here presented in Figure 4 is based on a
measurement campaign realised byDLR (GermanAerospace
Center) in 2002. The measurements aimed at providing real
data to build an enhanced physical-statistical LMS channel
model designed for satellite navigation purposes [7] and later
referenced by ITU [2]. Those measurements have been per-
formed by using a Zeppelin for transporting the transmitter
and a moving car carrying the receiver. Several environment
types have been investigated such as rural, suburban, or
urban. From those data, various channel parameters were
extracted such as the PDF (Probability Density Function)
of the scatterer position, scatterer lifespan, reflected mean
power of scatterers, or the number of significant echoes.

Figure 4 represents a PDF of the scatterer positions for
urban environment. In the presented case, the LOS is coming
with 25∘ azimuth and 30∘ elevation and the mobile is moving
along the 𝑋-axis. Three zones have been highlighted in
Figure 4. They represent specular, backscattering, and inco-
herent scattering propagation phenomena, already observed
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Figure 4: Position probability density function of scatterers
extracted from measurements DLR 2002 [14].

on previous sections. From an angular point of view, the
specular contribution is symmetrical to the LOS with respect
to receiver motion V⃗, the backscattering contribution comes
from the opposite direction with respect to the LOS, and the
incoherent contribution makes the transition between both.

In the data analysis made in [14], the authors pointed out
some double reflection effects taking place mainly in urban
environments which lead to backward propagation schemes.
Those observations confirm our preliminary interpretations
made in Sections 2.1 and 2.2.

3. Proposed Modelling Approach

3.1. Description of the Three-Component Model (3CM). From
the previous observations made in Section 2, it has been
shown that the building scattering phenomenon taking place
around complex facades can be broken down into three
different propagation mechanisms. Those three propagation
mechanisms represent each of the three components on
which the 3CM lies. They are illustrated in Figure 5 and
detailed below.

(i) The specular component reproduces the forward
reflection phenomenon taking place on wide and
smooth surfaces such as windows and flat walls. This
component is the most powerful. Its implementation
is based on a simplified version of the PO algorithm
detailed in Section 3.2.

(ii) The backscattering component comes from a double
bounce reflection, or backward reflection, due to
dihedral effects taking place near protruding and
receding elements of the facade, that is, receding
windows or protruding balconies. The backscatter-
ing component is less powerful than the specular
reflection but is responsible for significant contri-
butions coming from the opposite side of the LOS
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Figure 5: Decomposition principle of the 3CM approach.

contribution. From existent models, this component
was usually integrated into the incoherent scattering
phenomenon although the EM mechanism is coher-
ent and very different. The implementation of the
backscattering component is based on the equivalent
plate concept detailed in Section 3.3.

(iii) The incoherent scattering component reproduces the
scattering phenomenon due to small details present
on facades and surface roughness. It also characterises
the influence zone of the facade. Since small features
are not supposed to be modelled using asymptotic
methods such as PO, the implementation of this
component is based on analytical models extracted
from [16] and detailed in Section 3.4.

In this hybrid physical-statistical approach, both coherent
components, namely, specular reflection and backscattering,
are macroscale scattering phenomena which are mainly
linked to the architecture of the facade and modelled using
EM deterministic methods, namely, PO. On the contrary, the
incoherent scattering is a microscale scattering phenomenon
which is linked to the presence of small scatterers and to the
surface roughness andmodelled using empirical models.The
main asset of such modelling is to jointly compute macro-
and microscale scattering with lower computation times. In
fact, the total scattering pattern of any complex facade can
be broken down into those three components, with each one
being easy to model. One other advantage of the 3CM is its
physical EM base which gives it more realism and versatility.
Contrary to empirical models used alone, the 3CM remains
linked to the building geometry. Even more, since it is based
on the PO algorithm, the 3CM can also deal with dielectric
materials, can handle circular polarisation, and is frequency
scalable at least from 1 to 5GHz in its current implementation.
Note that, for higher frequencies, the 3CM is not restricted in
its approach but would require more detailed environment as
inputs according to [17] which have not been investigated yet.

In the next sections, the EM basis of each three compo-
nents is detailed.

3.2. The Specular Component. The specular component is
based on a simplified PO algorithm inspired from [18] and
presented next. The first step of the PO algorithm is to
compute tangential �⃗�𝑡 and �⃗�𝑡 fields. 𝐸 represents the electric
field, 𝐻 represents the magnetic field, superscript 𝑖 is for
incident field, 𝑟 is for geometrically reflected field, and 𝑡 is for
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tangential field over the surface 𝑆. Not detailed here, incident
fields are polarisation dependent and reflected fields depend
on both Fresnel reflection coefficients, 𝑅

‖
and 𝑅

⊥
, applied to

the incident polarised fields:

�⃗�
𝑡

= �⃗�
𝑖

+ �⃗�
𝑟

,

�⃗�
𝑡

= �⃗�
𝑖

+ �⃗�
𝑟

.

(1)

From the tangential EMfields, surface currents are calculated.
Note that EM fields and surface currents are expressed in the
local xyn reference base of the facet. 𝐽

𝑆
represents the electric

surface current while 𝑀
𝑆
represents the magnetic surface

current. 𝑛 represents the unit normal vector to the facet:

⃗𝐽
𝑠
= 𝑛∧ �⃗�

𝑡

,

�⃗�
𝑠
= − 𝑛∧ �⃗�

𝑡

.

(2)

EM surface currents are then reradiated using (3) where 𝛽
is the wave number, �̂�𝑠 is the unit scattering direction, and
�̂�
𝑖 is the unit incident direction both �̂�

𝑖 and �̂�
𝑠 unit vectors

expressed in the local facet base:
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−
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.

(3)

The simplified denomination here used for the PO algorithm
comes from the fact that, instead of solving the integral
equations presented in (3), a square plate of width 𝑤 is
assumed and the integral term becomes a sinc function as
shown in

∫

+𝑤/2

−𝑤/2
𝑒
𝚥𝛼𝑧

𝑑𝑧 = 𝑤[
sin ((𝛼/2) 𝑤)
(𝛼/2) 𝑤

] = 𝑤 sinc(𝛼
2
𝑤) . (4)

Using projection relations, �⃗� and �⃗� lead to (5) to (8)
using notations described in (9) and (10), 𝜆 represents the
wavelength, and 𝜃 and 𝜙 represent unit polarisation vectors:

𝑁
𝜃
= (𝜃 ⋅ ⃗𝐽

𝑠
)∏

𝑥𝑦

sinc ( ⃗𝜉) 𝑤
2
, (5)

𝑁
𝜙
= (𝜙 ⋅ ⃗𝐽

𝑠
)∏

𝑥𝑦

sinc ( ⃗𝜉) 𝑤
2
, (6)

𝐿
𝜃
= (𝜃 ⋅ �⃗�

𝑠
)∏

𝑥𝑦

sinc ( ⃗𝜉) 𝑤
2
, (7)

𝐿
𝜙
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𝑠
)∏

𝑥𝑦

sinc ( ⃗𝜉) 𝑤
2
, (8)

∏

𝑥𝑦

sinc ( ⃗𝜉) ≡ sinc ( ⃗𝜉 ⋅ 𝑒
𝑥
) sinc ( ⃗𝜉 ⋅ 𝑒

𝑦
) , (9)

⃗𝜉 =
𝜋𝑤

𝜆
(�̂�
𝑠

− �̂�
𝑖

) ∧ 𝑛. (10)

Finally, the 𝐸 and 𝐻 fields along both 𝜃 and 𝜙 polarisation
vectors are calculated using (5) to (8):

𝐸
𝜃
= −

𝚥𝛽𝑒
−𝚥𝛽𝑟

4𝜋𝑟
(𝐿
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𝚥𝛽𝑒
−𝚥𝛽𝑟

4𝜋𝑟
(𝑁
𝜙
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) ,

𝐻
𝜙
= −

𝚥𝛽𝑒
−𝚥𝛽𝑟

4𝜋𝑟
(𝑁
𝜃
+

𝐿
𝜙

𝜂
) .

(11)

This implementation of the specular component has
been validated using SE-WorkBench reference with different
constraints such as bistatic reflection configurations and
polarimetric simulations. Two examples are presented in
Figure 6.

Figure 6(a) represents the RCS (Radar Cross Section) of a
dielectric plate. The source is placed at 20 000 km from the
center of the plate with normal incidence and 𝜃 polarisation
with a center frequency of 1.5 GHz. The plate is a 2m by 2m
dielectric square with the following dielectric constant: 𝜖

𝑟
=

3.7,𝜇
𝑟
= 1, and𝜎 = 0 representative of brick at this frequency.

The plate is subdivided into smaller square facets of 0.5m
width.The RCS is measured at 100m from the plate center in
the horizontal plane. As visible, the simplified PO algorithm
is in good accordance with the reference made using SE-
WorkBench. Both simulations are also in accordance with
theoretical results which predict an RCS of 27 dBm2 in the
normal direction using (12), where 𝑆 represents the surface of
the plate:

RCS =
𝜌
2
(4𝜋𝑆2)
(𝜆2)

, (12)

𝜌 =
(√𝜖
𝑟
− 1)

(√𝜖
𝑟
+ 1)

. (13)

Figure 6(b) represents the total power reflected by a PEC
(Perfect Electric Conductor) plate in the near field.The source
is placed at 20 000 km from the center of the plate with 50∘
elevation, 15∘ azimuth, and 𝜃polarisation.Theplate is a 2mby
2m PEC square. The plate is subdivided into smaller square
facets of 0.5m width. The far field limit for the whole plate is
around 80m while the far field of the smaller facets is 5m.
The total reflected field is measured at 10m with constant
𝜃 = 140∘ and 𝜙 varying from −90∘ to +90∘. Note that the PO
formulation used has to fulfil far field conditions, meaning
that each receiving point has to be in far field with respect
to the subdivided element of side 0.5m in this case. Here
also, a good agreement is achieved between SE-WorkBench
reference and the 3CM.

3.3. The Backscattering Component. The first attempt to
model the backscattering component was based on a hybrid
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Figure 6: Validation examples of the implemented simplified PO algorithm for the specular component.
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GO-POalgorithmwhich rigorouslymodels the double reflec-
tion phenomenon as done by SE-WorkBench. This solution
turns out to be very expensive in terms of computation
time and has been abandoned. The present version of the
backscattering component lies on an equivalent plate model.
The principle is to replace any dihedral by an equivalent plate
in terms of size and orientation on which the simplified PO
algorithmpreviously presented can easily be applied. Figure 7
illustrates the concept.

In fact, one of the properties of the dihedral is to reflect
the energy where it comes in the horizontal plane, with the
propagation in the horizontal plane remaining unchanged. A
plate oriented toward this direction would then reflect this

energy in this exact precise direction. The orientation of the
plate corresponds to a rotation in the horizontal plane which
satisfies

𝑛 = −
1

√(𝑘𝑖
𝑥

)
2
+ (𝑘𝑖
𝑦

)
2
(

𝑘
𝑖

𝑥

𝑘
𝑖

𝑦

0

), (14)

where 𝑘𝑖
𝑥

and 𝑘
𝑖

𝑦

represent the 𝑥 and 𝑦 components of 𝑘𝑖

incident vector in the global reference base of the scene.
About the size of the equivalent plate, because of the

azimuth angle of the incoming rays, some parts of the dihe-
dral are not physically illuminated which reduces the visible
section of the dihedral. To reproduce this phenomenon, a
coefficient is applied to the width of the facet as presented in

𝑤


= 2𝑤min (cos𝜙𝑖, sin𝜙𝑖) cos3𝜃𝑖, (15)

where 𝑤 represents the equivalent width of the plate, 𝑤 the
original width of the plate, 𝜙𝑖 the incident azimuth angle, and
𝜃
𝑖 the incident elevation angle.

To replace the double interaction phenomenon by a
simple interaction model using the simplified PO algorithm,
the first reflection has to be taken into account. To do so
and before computing the reflection on the equivalent plate
by using the PO algorithm, a prereflection is computed by
applying a polarisation rotation assuming a PECmaterial and
a constant attenuation to reproduce the dielectric material
impact on the first reflection.

Finally, the radiation pattern of the equivalent plate is
empirically corrected to reproduce the side lobes around−30∘
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Figure 8: Validation example of the backscattering component
implementation.

and +125∘ as visible in Figure 8 due to the edge diffractions
of the dihedral which are not taken into account by the
equivalent platemodel.The empirical correction function𝛼 is
presented in (16). Note that, out of [−50∘; +140∘] interval, the
correction function equals zeros avoiding the backscattering
component to radiate in a nonphysical direction:

𝛼 = 1+ sin [(𝜙𝑠 − 𝜋

4
) 𝜅]

20
, (16)

where 𝜙𝑠 is the scattering azimuth angle and 𝜅 = 105/90 is an
empirical broadening coefficient.

Figure 8 presents one validation example for a PEC
dihedral composed of two orthogonal plates of 1m by 1m
each oriented according to 𝑥 and 𝑦 directions similar to the
one presented in Figure 7. The source is placed at 20 000 km
in the horizontal plane with 45∘ azimuth and 𝜃 polarised at
a center frequency of 1.5 GHz. The RCS is measured in the
horizontal plane from −50∘ to +140∘.

Even if empirically designed, the backscattering com-
ponent is still suitable for dielectric materials including
polarisation effects. The backscattering implementation has
been also validated for various incidence angles with a
reasonable agreement with the reference while preserving
time performances.

3.4. The Incoherent Scattering Component. The incoher-
ent scattering component is based on analytical formulas
extracted from [16, chapter 9]. Originally designed for sea
surface modelling, two rough surface models have been
implemented. The first one corresponds to very rough sur-
faces with an exponential distribution.This model has a two-
parameter dependence: ℎ, the RMS roughness height, and 𝑙,
the correlation length of the surface roughness. This model
is based on normalised RCS, represented by 𝛾𝐼

𝑝𝑞

parameter

in (18). The total radiated field is then calculated using (17)
where 𝑆 is the total surface of the facet, 𝑍0 is the vacuum
impedance, 𝑅1 and 𝑅2 are, respectively, the distance between
the transmitter and the facet and the distance between the
facet and the receiver, 𝜃

𝑖
is the incidence angle taken with

respect to the normal of the facet in the plane (−𝑋𝑍), 𝜙
𝑠
is

the scattering azimuth angle taken in the (𝑋𝑌) plane positive
from 𝑋-axis to 𝑌-axis, 𝜃

𝑠
is the scattering incidence angle

taken with respect to the normal of the facet, and 𝜃 and 𝜙

are the polarisation vectors:

�⃗� =
𝑆√2𝑍0
4𝜋𝑅1𝑅2

[

−𝚥𝛾
𝑝𝑞
𝑒
−𝚥𝑘0(𝑅1+𝑅2)𝜃

𝚥𝛾
𝑝𝑞
𝑒
−𝚥𝑘0(𝑅1+𝑅2)𝜙

] , (17)

𝛾
𝐼

𝑝𝑞

=

𝛽
𝑝𝑞



2
𝐽. (18)

𝐽 function presented in (19) assumes an exponential
distribution [16]:

𝐽 =
12
𝑠2𝜉2
𝑧

exp[[

[

−
√6
𝑠2
√
𝜉
2
𝑥

+ 𝜉
2
𝑦

𝜉2
𝑧

]
]

]

(19)

with

𝑠
2
=
4ℎ2

𝑙2
,

𝜉
𝑥
= sin 𝜃

𝑖
− sin 𝜃

𝑠
cos𝜙
𝑠
,

𝜉
𝑦
= sin 𝜃

𝑠
sin𝜙
𝑠
,

𝜉
𝑧
= − cos 𝜃

𝑖
− cos 𝜃

𝑠
.

(20)

𝐵 coefficients represent the polarisation dependence of
the model and are listed below:

𝛽VV =
𝑎2𝑎3𝑅‖ (𝜄) + sin 𝜃

𝑖
sin 𝜃
𝑠
sin2𝜙
𝑠
𝑅
⊥
(𝜄)

𝑎1𝑎4
,

𝛽
ℎV = sin𝜙

𝑠

− sin 𝜃
𝑖
𝑎3𝑅‖ (𝜄) + sin 𝜃

𝑠
𝑎2𝑅⊥ (𝜄)

𝑎1𝑎4
,

𝛽Vℎ = sin𝜙
𝑠

sin 𝜃
𝑠
𝑎2𝑅‖ (𝜄) − sin 𝜃

𝑖
𝑎3𝑅⊥ (𝜄)

𝑎1𝑎4
,

𝛽
ℎℎ
=
− sin 𝜃

𝑖
sin 𝜃
𝑠
sin2𝜙
𝑠
𝑅
‖
(𝜄) − 𝑎2𝑎3𝑅⊥ (𝜄)

𝑎1𝑎4
,

cos 𝜄 = 1
√2

√1 − sin 𝜃
𝑖
sin 𝜃
𝑠
cos𝜙
𝑠
+ cos 𝜃

𝑖
cos 𝜃
𝑠
,

𝑎1 = 1+ sin 𝜃
𝑖
sin 𝜃
𝑠
cos𝜙
𝑠
− cos 𝜃

𝑖
cos 𝜃
𝑠
,

𝑎2 = cos 𝜃
𝑖
sin 𝜃
𝑠
+ sin 𝜃

𝑖
cos 𝜃
𝑠
cos𝜙
𝑠
,

𝑎3 = sin 𝜃
𝑖
cos 𝜃
𝑠
+ cos 𝜃

𝑖
sin 𝜃
𝑠
cos𝜙
𝑠
,

𝑎4 = cos 𝜃
𝑖
+ cos 𝜃

𝑠
.

(21)

The second incoherent scattering model is based on
the PO algorithm and targets slightly rough surfaces with
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Figure 9: Three different representations of one complex city center facade.

a uniform distribution. The concept of this second model
is based on the approach presented in [16], where the PO
algorithm is applied to randomly generated scatterers repro-
ducing a given roughness profile. Note that the previously
mentioned scattering model is a generalised analytical model
reproducing this experimentwith an exponential distribution
of the scatterers. This second model is called “slightly rough
specular.”

4. Validation of Total Scattered Power

4.1. Validation on Isolated Facade. This first validation sub-
section is relative to the total power scattered by a section
of an isolated complex facade. As presented in Figure 9,
several representations of the same facade are possible.
Figure 9(a) is a photography of a real facade as it can be
found in the city center of Toulouse, France. Figure 9(b) is
an interpreted 3D CAD (Computer Aided Design) version
of the same facade. This is the representation that has been
used in SE-WorkBench and ELSEM3D when performing the
reference simulations presented in the following. This facade
is 4m in width by 6m in height and composed of triangles
with 715000 edges. Due to restrictions on computation time
when using ELSEM3D (MoM based) on such a huge object
with respect to 𝜆, a PEC material was assumed. Note that
all simulations presented in the following were performed
without ground and using PEC material although the 3CM
perfectly handles dielectric materials. Figure 9(c) represents
the same facade translated into the 3CM formalism. This
facade is composed of twelve architectural elements, with
each one being discretised into square facets of 0.5m width.
The size of the facets has been chosen to be maximum,
to reduce computation times, but must satisfy the far field
assumption mentioned above. A 0.5m side is a good tradeoff
for 1.5 GHz systems and large enough and is satisfying the
far field condition at 5m. The specular reflection model is

applied to the red facets. The backscattering component is
applied to the blue facets. The incoherent scattering model
is applied to the green facets. As visible, the 3CM simplified
version of this building has four windows on which the
specular component is applied. It also has six backscatterers,
four for receding window corners and two for protruding
balconies.This facade also has two guardrails modelled using
the very rough surface model with exponential roughness
distribution on each facet with parameters ℎ = 0.2 and
𝑙 = 0.5. Those facets are randomly thrown in a volume
of depth equal to 𝜆. Finally the wall is modelled using the
slightly rough specular model. This surface has not been
modelled using pure specular facets since the real wall is not
perfectly smooth. Using the slightly rough specular model
permits breaking the phase coherence to reduce the specular
phenomenon and still reproduce the incoherent scattering
phenomenon.

This city center facade has been used to perform the next
validation example, presented in Figure 10. The simulation
scenario is similar to the one presented in Section 2.1. The
facade is placed above the ground plane at position 𝑦 = 0.
The transmitter is placed at 20 000 km from the facade center.
The transmitting frequency is set to 1.5 GHz. Four different
incidence angles were used. A mobile receiver is moving
following a linear trajectory passing in front of the facade at
𝑥 = 10m. Figure 10 presents the total power scattered by the
facade, with respect to the LOS incident power, as a function
of the satellite incidence. Three results are displayed on each
plot: ELSEM3D which is based on the MoM method, SE-
WorkBench which is based on asymptotic methods, and the
3CM.

The critical validation zone is placed between 0 dB and
−20 dB with respect to the LOS level since MP in this range
has a significant impact on LMS systems. The range from
−20 dB to −40 dB is also important in case of LOS blockage as
it can frequently occur in urban environments. However, this
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Figure 10: Total narrow-band power scattered by a complex facade for various incidence angles.

Table 1: Mean power on the interval [0 dB −20 dB] (left) and on the
interval [−20 dB −40 dB] (right).

ELSEM3D SE-WB 3CM
Conf. (0∘, 0∘) −14.12, −30.1 −14.60, −32.0 −14.77, −31.8
Conf. (0∘, 40∘) −15.36, −26.6 −15.77, −27.9 −15.92, −26.6
Conf. (40∘, 0∘) −16.52, −36.3 −11.01, −41.4 −16.65, −32.9
Conf. (40∘, 40∘) −16.74, −31.3 −17.34, −37.5 −17.61, −34.3

second range is less critical in terms of validation. To better
quantify the differences between all threemethods,mean and
standard deviations have been computed over both validation
intervals and presented in Tables 1 and 2, respectively.

Table 2: Std. of power on the interval [0 dB −20 dB] (left) and on
the interval [−20 dB −40 dB] (right).

ELSEM3D SE-WB 3CM
Conf. (0∘, 0∘) 5.3, 4.6 4.4, 7.6 4.3, 7.1
Conf. (0∘, 40∘) 4.0, 4.0 3.8, 5.0 3.4, 5.3
Conf. (40∘, 0∘) 1.7, 8.9 4.4, 10.6 3.2, 6.7
Conf. (40∘, 40∘) 2.5, 6.5 1.9, 8.4 1.8, 9.0

From a qualitative analysis, all three models present
a very good agreement in terms of scattering shape. For
all nonzero azimuth configurations (Figure 10, right), the
scattering pattern reveals two significant peaks, one for the
specular reflection and the other one for the backscattering.
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Figure 11: Total MP power scattered by a simple urban canyon.

Note that the backscattering peak is less pronounced for
higher elevations. Not presented here but simulated, the 3CM
model outperforms asymptotic tools for higher elevation and
higher azimuth cases. This observation can be explained by
the fact that the asymptotic tool tends to underestimate the
incoherent scattering phenomenon which is well reproduced
by the surface roughnessmodels used in the 3CM. In terms of
power, all three models are also in very good agreement and
differences of the mean power in the interval [0 dB −20 dB]
are lower than 1 dB, so is the standard deviation of the power.
Differences are more pronounced on the interval [−20 dB
−40 dB] but remaining in a reasonable interval.

4.2. Validation on a Simple Canyon Configuration. The sec-
ond validation example, performed in this section, consists in
associating several facades with a wider scenario to represent
a simple row of buildings. The simplified representation of
this urban canyon used for the 3CM simulation is presented
on top of Figure 11. Equivalent environments have been built
for ELSEM3D and SE-WorkBench using 3D CAD facades
such as the one presented in Figure 9(b).

The simulation scenario is as follows. A street canyon
is composed of several facades. The right side of the street
is building-free. The mobile receiver is following a linear
trajectory at 10m from the building row at a constant speed
equal to 30 km/h. Bottom of Figure 11 represents the original
total MP power scattered by the facades with respect to the
LOS contribution in a logarithm scale. Note that the LOS
contribution has not been included in this representation to
better observe the MP power. With +20 dB offset, a filtered
representation of the same total MP power is plotted to better
represent slow variations andMPmacrostates of the channel.
The filtering process has been realised using a sliding window
of 2m width which represents about 20 𝜆.

Considering the original total MP power, all three time-
series present a reasonable agreement in terms of dynamics.
However, the influence of the environment and the MP
macrostate of the channel are better seen on the filtered

version of the channel. From −10m to +0m and from +40m
to +60m the specular reflection, respectively, on the first
and third buildings is visible. From +60m to +80m, a
relatively high power region can be noticed. This region can
be attributed to the backscattering phenomenon of the third
building before decreasing after +80m. A particularly power-
ful contribution can be noticed from +15m to +30m due to
a specular reflection taking place on the second building. As
visible on Figure 11, the second building is made of a different
facade profile, detailed in [17], which mainly consists of
specular elements. It results in higher scattered power in this
zone compared to what it is near the first and third buildings.
As visible, all three simulations present a reasonably good
agreement in terms of mean power scattered by the canyon.

From the original complex time series, a spectrogram
can be produced using the available phase information of
the channel. Note that the LOS signal is still absent from
those simulations and only the scattered power is considered.
Figure 12 presents an interesting comparison point between
a conventional ray-tracing tool such as SE-WorkBench and
3CM on a spectrogram. The method here used is based on
the short-time Fourier transform. The power colour scale is
given in absolute dB values assuming EIRP = 1W at the
transmitter side. From a first observation, a good agreement
is noticeable. On both figures, the footprint of all three
buildings is clearly visible and comparable in terms of power.
A strong component around +30Hz can be attributed to the
specular reflection taking place on building faces. As visible,
the architecture of the facades has a strong impact on the
scattered power and the second building gives rise to high
specular reflections and no backscattering while first and
third buildings have lower specular reflections but significant
backscattering contributions around −30Hz.

5. Wide-Band Validation Example

5.1. Qualitative Observation of Channel IR. To complete the
narrow-band validation performed in the previous section,
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Figure 12: Spectrogram along receiver trajectory.

a wide-band validation is here presented. All parameters from
the previously described urban scenario are kept constant.
The first validation performed in this section deals with a
qualitative observation of instantaneous CIRs presented in
Figure 13. For this snapshot, the receiver was at position 𝑦 =

10m as presented on top of Figure 11. In Figure 13 the𝑋-axis
represents the relative delay of each echo with respect to the
LOS, the𝑌-axis represents the absolute Doppler of each echo,
and colour axis represents the relative power of each echo.
The power scale has been truncated to the zone of interest
from 0 dB to −40 dB as explained in Section 4.1. The wide-
band technique used to produce pseudo-CIRs using MoM
ELSEM3D has been presented in [17] and is not detailed in
this paper.

For those simulations, the LOS signal has been taken
into account. It is represented by a red dot with null delay
and about 25Hz Doppler on each three plots in Figure 13.
From a qualitative point of view, all three simulations give a
comparable result in terms of delay/Doppler channel shape.
The main significant difference is that 3CM seems to under-
estimate the specular reflection coming from the second
building. Note that the specular region is characterised by its
Doppler which is equal to the LOS Doppler. In this region,
the 3CM shows echoes of about −20 dB while SE-WorkBench
and ELSEM3D have stronger echoes of about −10 dB. This
phenomenon can be explained by the fact that the 3CM has a
higher space resolution in terms of environment description,
0.5m. This results in numerous weak echoes which are
radiating in phase to produce constructive interferences. If
those echoes were summed together, it would result in fewer
but stronger echoes as is the case for the ELSEM3D and SE-
WorkBench simulations. One other interesting observation
is the backscattering contribution, coming from the first
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Figure 13: Power delay/Doppler channel IR.

building, which can be highlighted in the negative Doppler
region. Backscattering contributions seem very punctual for
3CM and SE-WorkBench while they are more diffuse in
ELSEM3D simulation.

Regarding the time performances, the presented trajec-
tory has 937 sampling points. This simulation has been per-
formed on a desktop computer with Intel Core2 Duo E8400
CPU3GHz and 3GBRAM.The following computation times
are only indicatives. The 3CM takes 18.80 s to simulate all
CIRs with more than 2000 rays per CIR. This represents
one IR every 20.06ms. Such computation time is considered
as real time for navigation purposes since it is close to
typical integration time (20ms). On the same computer,
the equivalent SE-WorkBench simulation takes about 1730 s,
ninety times higher. The ELSEM3D computation time is
not representative since the initial computation has been
performed on a super computer andCIRs were precalculated.

5.2. Focus on Delay Parameters. From Figure 13, only qual-
itative observations have been made. To better observe the
channel over the whole receiver trajectory two channel
parameters relative to the delay have been studied: the MP
mean delay and the MP RMS delay spread. Each one is
presented in Figure 14 using, respectively, (22) and (23) where
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Γ represents the power of the echoes and 𝜏 their delay relative
to LOS:

𝜏mean =
∫
∞

0 𝜏Γ (𝜏) 𝑑𝜏

∫
∞

0 Γ (𝜏) 𝑑𝜏

, (22)

𝜏RMS = √
∫
∞

0 (𝜏 − 𝜏mean)
2
Γ (𝜏) 𝑑𝜏

∫
∞

0 Γ (𝜏) 𝑑𝜏

. (23)

Since LOS is highly predominant in our simulations, it
has been removed to better observe the temporal distribution
of the delayed echoes. As visible in Figure 14, the RMS delay
spread is low, in the order of few tens of nanoseconds in
our simple case. All three delay spread plotted in Figure 14
present the same behaviour. Regarding the mean delay, it
can be noticed that it is almost constant from −5m to
60m. This region corresponds to the specular region of
the urban canyon. Observing Figure 13 we can see that
55 ns corresponds more or less to the delay of the specular
component. We can conclude from Figure 14 that the main
power contribution comes from the specular reflection. It can
also be noticed that the mean delay gets higher at the end of
the trajectory. This is due to the geometry of the simulation.
Since themobile is facing the LOS, the delay spread is reduced
when the buildings are in front of themobile. On the opposite
case, when the buildings are far behind the receiver, echoes
have to pass the mobile to reach the buildings before being
reflected back to the mobile. This extra path highly increases
the delay. Also noticeable is the fact that the pink curve
(SE-WorkBench) is not as smooth as the two others. Extra
experiments have shown that this phenomenon is due to the
MP summation process realised according to the tapped-
delay line processing (delay axis discretisation of 2 ns) taking
place in SE-WorkBench. ELSEM3D and 3CM are not affected
since they do not sum any MP contributions.

6. Conclusion

This paper has presented a new simplifiedmodel to reproduce
building scattering in urban environments. The 3CM, 3-
component model, has been designed according to practical
observations made on numerical simulations and exper-
imental measurements. Three different wave propagation
mechanisms have been highlighted in this paper on which
the 3CM relies. The specular component is originated from
smooth and wide surfaces such as windows and flat walls.
The backscattering component is a double bounce reflection
mainly taking place on protruding balconies and receding
window corners.The incoherent scattering comes from small
objects present on facades such as guardrails or rough walls.
This three macropropagation decomposition can be also
implemented into conventional ray-tracing tools considering
minor adjustments.

The 3CM model here presented is oriented toward MP
wide-band representation of the channel with a strong
emphasis on computation time reduction. Based on a sim-
plified PO algorithm, the 3CM achieves around a one-
hundred time reduction factor with respect to conventional
ray-tracing tools. Since the 3CM is based on EM model, the
3CMperfectly handles dielectricmaterials and circular polar-
isation. It is also frequency scalable and particularly adapted
for L, S, and C bands without a priori restrictions for higher
frequencies, but not yet validated. Typical outputs of the 3CM
are delay, Doppler, DoA, and polarised complex amplitude
of each ray. Finally the 3CM is suitable for MIMO (Multiple
Inputs Multiple Outputs) studies with transmit/receive diver-
sity, polarisation diversity, or frequency diversity.

In this paper, several validation examples have been
provided. First, the EM implementation of all three com-
ponents taken separately in canonical conditions has been
overviewed. Then the total scattered power in the case of
one isolated complex facade is followed by the case of a
simple urban canyon. Very good agreement has been found
considering both MoM and asymptotic GO/PO tools as
references.Those comparisons have been performed in terms
of power and Doppler spread. Wide-band simulations have
also been presented with a qualitative analysis of complex
CIRs and delay spread analysis.

The 3CM is not restricted to the satellite case even if it is
designed in such a way. The propagation mechanisms taking
place around complex facades are not application dependent
and can be used for terrestrial applications. However, due
to the geometry imposed by the satellites links, facades are
mostly illuminated whereas they are mostly masked in the
case of terrestrial links due to grazing geometries. The 3CM
principles have been integrated into a new enhanced simpli-
fied channel model handling LOS contributions with block-
age and diffractions for better realism in more complex envi-
ronments. This enhanced channel simulator, SCHUN (Sim-
plifiedCHannel forUrbanNavigation), has been introduced in
[4] and is based on the 3CM to synthesise theMP component
of the channel.The SCHUN simulator has also been validated
against measurement campaigns targeting LMS communica-
tion systems in S/C bands and satellite navigation systems
from point of view of both channel and system.
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